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Course Description

• In this program we will discuss the differences between EIFS and
Stucco and also the compositions and types of EIFS available today
and why EIFS has gone through growing pains in the construction
industry. At the conclusion of this program you will be able to
understand the benefits, applications and performance of an EIFS
system.
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Learning Objectives
At the conclusion of this program the designer will have
gained knowledge and understanding over the following:
1. Difference between EIFS and Stucco
2. What is EIFS
3. Sustainable differences between EIFS and Stucco
4. Composition and Types of EIFS and the sustainable features and
Benefits of EIFS.
5. EIFS Performance why is it sustainable
6. EIFS Applications
7. How can EIFS Fail and How to prevent it?
8. Key Details
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Difference Between
EIFS and Stucco

Difference Between EIFS and Stucco

Figure 1:EIF System with Drainage Wrap

Although often called “Acrylic
stucco", EIFS is not stucco.
Traditional stucco is often called
Portland Cement Plaster, and is
centuries-old non-insulating
material. Stucco consists of sand,
Portland Cement, and water, and is
a hard, dense, thick, non-insulating
material. See Figure 2.
EIFS is a lightweight Acrylic wall
cladding that includes foam plastic
insulation and thin synthetic
coatings.
See Figure 1.

Figure 2: Stucco

Difference Between EIFS and Stucco

There are also specialty stuccos
that use synthetic materials with
no insulation, these types of
systems are not EIFS. A
common example is what is
called one-coat stucco, which is
a thick, synthetic stucco applied
in a single layer (traditional
stucco is applied in 3 layers).
Figure 1: One Coat Stucco

What is EIFS

What is EIFS

EIFS are proprietary
systems of a particular
EIFS producer and
consist of specific
components. EIFS are
not generic products
made from common
separate materials. To
function properly, EIFS
needs to be
architecturally designed
and installed as a
system.

What is EIFS

There are a number of versions of EIFS. The most basic and common
EIFS is called a barrier EIFS (also known as a traditional or
conventional EIFS). Another type is called an EIFS with Drainage,
which is a barrier EIFS to which a water drainage capability has been
added. In an effort to address moisture entrapment problems
associated with barrier systems, several EIFS manufacturers have
introduced water-management concepts to EIFS.
You will see some recommended drainage wrap details later on the course.

What is EIFS

A basic EIFS includes only the insulation and EIFS materials (coatings,
adhesives, etc.). Other types of EIFS may also include plastic edge
trim, water-resistive barriers, a drainage cavity, and other accessories.
The technical definition of "an EIFS" does not include wall framing,
sheathing, flashings, caulking, water barriers, windows, doors, and
other wall components. Recently, however architects have begun
specifying flashings, sealants, and wiring fasteners (such as Viperstrap)
as being a part of the EIFS scope of work, essentially requiring EIFS
contractors to carry out that work as well. The technical national
consensus standard for the definition of an EIFS, as published by
ASTM International organization, does not include flashing or sealants
as part of the EIFS.

What is EIFS

Now that you have learned about different EIF systems let us discuss in
more detail.
EIFS stands for Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems, also known
synthetic stucco. EIFS is a type of multi-layered cladding for exterior
building walls. EIF systems can be used in either commercial or
residential construction. EIF systems provide an exterior surface and
insulation in an integrated composite system. Polymer-based, or Type
PB, EIFS are the most common type used in the United States. The
coatings in polymer-based systems contain substantial amounts of
polymer (plastic resin). The resin content in Type PB systems makes
them softer and more flexible than other EIFS systems.

What is EIFS

The vast majority of Type PB systems installed in the U.S. are
comprised of expanded polystyrene insulation, adhesively or
mechanically attached with adhesive or mechanical fasteners, and
glass-mesh reinforced synthetic surface coatings. Most EIFS in the U.S.
are barrier-type claddings; unlike drainage-type claddings (e.g., brick,
vinyl, etc.) which can route leaks back to the outside, barrier EIF
systems rely entirely on their outside surface to prevent water
penetration and moisture intrusion. Barrier EIFS have no internal
drainage provision; accordingly, these systems require excellent design
and workmanship to produce a weather-tight and long-lasting system.
You will see the details for each system in the Details portion of this course.

Key Components of EIFS
•

Adhesive

ü Designed to work
with EPS Board
ü Full Adhesion
ü Remains flexible

Key Components of EIFS
•

Expanded Poly Styrene (EPS)

ü 1lb density
ü Radco Approved
ü Certified Aged

Key Components of EIFS
•

Fasteners

ü Designed for EPS
ü Fingers keep basecoat
from touching screw head
ü Cone shape allows for
movement
ü Provides a thermal break

Key Components of EIFS
•

Fiberglass Mesh

ü
ü
ü
ü

Impact resistance
Self extinguishing
Class E Glass
Alkali resistant

Key Components of EIFS
•

Base Coat

ü Flexible
ü Not Thin Set
ü Designed for use with
Manufacturers Finish

Key Components of EIFS
•

Primer & Finish Coat

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Flexible
More uniform color
Color and Texture
Mold Resistant
DPR

Key Components of EIFS
•

Manufactures Warranty

ü
ü
ü
ü

Contact the Manufacturer
One source buying
Certified applicator
Third party inspectors

Composition and Types
of EIFS and the
sustainable features and
Benefits of EIFS.

Composition and Types of EIFS and the
sustainable features and Benefits of EIFS.
Architects in general are incorporating sustainable
ideas into their designs. Some of the benefits of EIFS
are.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Energy efficiency
Can qualify for LEED credits
Government mandates and tax incentives.
Architecture 2030 carbon neutrality.

Composition and Types of EIFS and the
sustainable features and Benefits of EIFS.
Construction practices are changing
1. The traditional approach to construction has been to minimize the
initial cost of construction. A new method has been developing
over the past few years. The new integrated design approach has
risen and now designers collaborate to minimize a building’s total
operating and environmental costs in addition to the initial cost of
construction.

Composition and Types of EIFS
Barrier
•

Barrier EIFS
v Relies on a positive seal to
keep moisture out

Mainly for commercial
construction
ü Masonry wall with no
penetrations
ü Soffit areas
ü Strip mall Facades

Composition and Types of EIFS
Liquid Membrane
If an EIFS with Drainage, or watermanaged EIFS is installed, a
water resistive barrier (WRB) is
first installed over the substrate
(generally DensGlass Gold,
exterior-grade gypsum sheathing,
OSB or plywood). The moisture
barrier is applied to the entire wall
surface with a mesh tape over
joints and a liquid-applied
membrane or a protective wrap or
felt paper. Then a drainage cavity
is created (usually by adding some
space between the foam and the
WRB). Then the other 3 layers,
described in the previous slides,
are added.

This type of EIFS is required by
many building codes areas on wood
frame construction, and is intended
to provide a path for incidental water
that may get behind the EIFS with a
safe route back to the outside. The
purpose is to preclude water from
damaging the supporting wall.

Composition and Types of EIFS
Liquid Membrane
•

Roll on membrane Option
v Protects wood from moisture
v Insures incidental moisture
remains outside
v Allows for drainage

Composition and Types of EIFS
Liquid Membrane
•

Where to use this option
v Wood frame construction
v Metal frame construction
v masonry

Mainly for commercial
construction

Composition and Types of EIFS
Drainage Wrap
•

Drainage Wrap Options
v Protects wood from
moisture
v Insures incidental moisture
remains outside
v Allows for drainage
ü Multi Directional Drainage
ü Tear resistant
ü No taping of seams

Composition and Types of EIFS
Drainage Wrap
•

Where to use this option

v Wood Frame Construction

Mainly for residential
construction

Composition and Types of EIFS
Direct Applied
•

Where to use this option

v
v
v
v
v
v

Masonry
Cement Stucco
Cement boards
MGO Boards
SIP Panels
EIFS

Mainly for residential and
commercial construction

Sustainable Features
and Benefits of EIFS

Sustainable Features and Benefits of EIFS

The growing popularity of EIFS
is due to the fact that few
alternatives, offer such a wide
range of desirable product
benefits. Chief among the
benefits is energy efficiency and
virtually unlimited design
flexibility.
Energy Efficiency
• If you've ever felt the comfort of being wrapped in a warm blanket on a
cold winter night, you have some idea of what EIFS can do for a home
or building.
• EIFS literally wrap the exterior in an energy-efficient thermal blanket.
By insulating outside the structure, EIFS reduce air infiltration, stabilize
the interior environment and reduce energy consumption.
Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

Sustainable Features and Benefits of EIFS

By contrast, traditional
"between-the-studs" insulation,
no matter how thick, leaves
"thermal breaks" -- gaps where
heat and cold pass more freely
between the outdoors and the
space within -- at studs, wall
outlets, wall joints, and
elsewhere.
In fact, EIFS can reduce air infiltration by as much as 55%
compared to alternatives materials such as standard brick or
wood construction. And since walls are one of the greatest areas
of heat and air conditioning loss, improvement in the wall
insulation can be very meaningful in terms of energy
conservation.
Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

Sustainable Features and Benefits of EIFS

What's more, EIFS add to the "R-value" of a home or building.
(R-value is a measurement of the resistance to heat flow; the higher the
R-value, the better the material's insulating value.) Most EIFS use
insulation board with an R-value of R-4 to R-5.6 per inch as the
innermost layer in the wall system. When combined with standard wall
cavity insulation, this extra layer can boost wall insulation from R-11 to
R-16 or more.
Another point to keep in mind on new construction: Due to the energy
efficiency of EIFS, it may be possible to specify lower-capacity heating
and air conditioning equipment without sacrificing anything in terms of
interior comfort.

Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

Sustainable Features and Benefits of EIFS

Design Flexibility
The rich appearance of EIFS bears a resemblance to stucco or stone, but
the systems can be more versatile than the alternative materials.
EIFS comes in a wide variety of colors and textures, and can be fashioned
into virtually any shape or design.
Skilled applicators can easily create different kinds of exterior architectural
detailing that would often be cost-prohibitive using conventional
construction. Some examples of the details that can be created are:
cornices, arches, columns, keystones, cornerstones, special moldings and
decorative accents.
Most of the detailing is computer-generated. The designs are precision-cut
out of insulation board, attached to the approved substrate or wall, then
covered with the EIFS base coat, mesh and finish coat.
Using this ingenious process, EIFS applicators can give a striking,
distinctive appearance to any building or residence.

Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

Sustainable Features and Benefits of EIFS
Available LEEDS Points

•

ENERGY and Atmosphere

Use of Our EIFS cuts energy consumption by as much as 50%

•

No ozone depleting chemicals

•

Sustainable Construction

Materials and Resources - Building re-use

10 potential Leeds points
1 potential Leeds points
1 potential Leeds points

•

Construction Waste

1 or 2 potential Leeds points

•

Recycled Content

1 or 2 potential Leeds points

•

Odorless and Non-Toxic

•

Indoor Environmental Quality

1 potential Leeds points

No volatile organic compounds (VOC's) or offensive gases – low emitting materials

1 potential Leeds points
•

High quality insulation

1 potential Leeds points

Sustainable Aspects of
EIFS Performance and
Maintenance

Why is EIFS Maintenance Sustainable

Unlike wood, stucco and other
siding materials, EIFS rarely
need painting. Most EIFS
systems are specially
formulated with 100% acrylic
binder, which gives EIFS
superior resistance to fading,
chalking and yellowing. As a
result, the systems tend to
maintain their original
appearance over time. And
since the color is integral to the
finish coat, even if the surface is
scratched, the same color
appears beneath the abrasion.

EIFS also have excellent
resistance to dirt, mildew and
mold, which helps keep the
building exterior looking clean
and freshly painted. Should the
surface ever become soiled, it
can usually be cleaned by
hosing it down.
Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

Why is EIFS Maintenance Sustainable

The systems are designed to be very flexible, which makes them highly
crack resistant. When walls expand or contract due to rising or falling
temperatures, EIFS are resilient enough to "absorb" building movement
and thus avoid the unsightly cracking problems that are so common
with stucco, concrete and brick exteriors.
EIFS are among the most water resistant exterior surfaces you can put
on a house or building.
NOTE:
But as with all claddings, EIFS must be correctly installed and properly
detailed if they are to perform properly. Otherwise, moisture can get
behind the systems and cause damage, just as it can with wood siding,
brick or any other exterior.

Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

Why is EIFS Maintenance Sustainable

Water intrusion is seldom a problem on commercial structures with
EIFS. Water intrusion damage to homes is uncommon, but when it does
occur, the moisture typically affects only small areas which can be
easily and inexpensively repaired.
In cases where homes have been damaged, the problems have been
traced to the use of poor quality (even leaky and/or non code-compliant)
windows and/or improper flashing and sealing. As a result, when
building with EIFS, it is wise to use quality windows (such as those with
AAMA certification) which are code-compliant, and to make sure there
is proper flashing and sealing around windows, doors, roofs, deck-tohouse attachments, and all other exterior wall penetrations.

Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

EIFS Maintenance

Periodic maintenance should
include thorough checking of the
flashing and sealing to ensure
that the building envelope
remains watertight. Damaged or
missing flashing should be
repaired or replaced
immediately; likewise, cracked
or deteriorated sealants should
immediately be repaired, or
removed and replaced.

Source: http://www.EIMA.com/aboutEIFS/EIFSis/

How can EIFS Fail
and How to prevent it?

Ways Water Make It In The Building

Incidental water can penetrate through caulking around joints and
system termination points
Use of inferior windows
Improperly installed flashings or lack of "kick out flashing and pan
flashing

What Type of Measure Should You Take to Make Sure
Water Does Not Penetrate the Building Envelope

• Use proper sealants and backer rod
• Provide "Kick out" flashing
• Provide proper flashing at windows and roof lines

Trained Qualified Installers

These should be contractors (sub-contractors) who have
attended the manufacturer's training seminars or who
have attended the "Doing It Right" seminars on EIFS
given by AWCI.

EIFS Details

EIFS PB Standard

EIFS PB Drainage Wrap

Program Summary

By now you should have gained knowledge and
understanding over the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Difference between EIFS and Stucco
What is EIFS
Composition and Types of EIFS
Features and Benefits of EIFS
EIFS Performance and Maintenance
EIFS Applications
How can EIFS Fail and How to prevent it?
Key Details
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Questions For The Next Ten Minutes

•

This concludes the course
material.

•

The following ten minutes will be
for taking a short exam. You
must complete the exam with a
80% or higher in order to receive
credit.

•

Please make sure and print your
certificates of completion either
for AIA/CES or for state MCE
credit.
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Accessing the Course Exam
Take Test From PDF Instructions
To complete the course and get credit you must
successfully complete the short course exam with
an 80% or higher. Please click on the Test Button
below to get started.
You must log into our website before taking the exam.
(When taking the exam from the PDF.) After pressing on the
link below, on the landing page please scroll down and press
on the "Start test" Button to access the course exam.

Take Exam

If you need help please email, call or
use our online chat support.
If you need to see our help page
please click here.
Note: Cookies and JavaScript must
me enabled in your browser, see help
link to make sure its set on your
browser.

Don’t forget to print your AIA Certificate of Completion. Architect-Forum will process all AIA credits
on your behalf. If you forget to print the certificate you can access from your Architect-Forum
Transcript Center.

